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Fabric for hammock, yoga - 1m

Price 15.00 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 48 hours

Number AYH_

Product description
NOTE: 1 piece means 1 m of material. A hammock requires min. 5 m of material.

Aerial yoga classes are gaining popularity, more and more people are looking for an alternative and supplement to classical
yoga. To meet your expectations, we have designed a special material with a width of 2.3 m, which extends up to 2.8 m,
made of polyamide. This material is produced in Poland from the highest quality raw material. Aerial yoga hammock is
designed for aerial yoga classes and aerial acrobatics.

What is the difference between the material for aerial yoga hammocks and the material for aerial silks?
•   it is made of polyamide
•   has a width of 2.3 m
•   is more "sparkling"
•   has greater transverse extensibility
•   practically does not extend in length

You don’t know how to choose a hammock appropriate to particular room height?

Choose one of the ready-made sets:
•   5m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 2.2-2.5m
•   6m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 2.5-2.9m
•   7m aerial yoga hammock - for rooms with a height of 3-3.5m
•   for high rooms (over 3.5 m), we recommend buying an extension belt

What colors are aerial yoga hammocks available in?

Each of our colors is beautiful and it is up to you which you like best: mint green, silver, cherry, blue, lavender.

Specification:
The material can withstand a static load of up to 1,200 kg, and a dynamic load of about 150 kg, which means that in practice
two people up to 150 kg in total can exercise on one sling. This material has a slightly greater transverse stretch than "silk"
material (stretches to a width of 280 cm), and has almost no longitudinal ductility. Hammocks - material and accessories - we
produce in Poland, it is 100% polyamide. Material width: 230 cm (+ -5 cm). After many analyses and tests on the selection of
the perfect material, this one was recognized as the best. Why? It has the right width and strength, it is smooth, it does not
irritate the skin, it has the right thickness and beautiful colors.
Hammocks are tested in accordance with the standard: PN-EN ISO 13934-1: 2013-07, which ensures the highest quality and
full safety.

Storage and maintenance:

The material can be washed in a washing machine, before that, you need to remove all accessories (figure eight, connector,
swivel). Washing at 30 ° C with powder only, no fabric softener. For optimal storage, aerial yoga hammocks should be kept in
dry places at room temperature and the material should not come into contact with rough or sharp surfaces or jewelry.

Before starting the exercises, check if your outfit has Velcro, zippers or buckles and remove any jewelry.
There are slight discolorations on the material, which is not a product defect.

Please remember to install the hammock in a safe way, so that it is able to withstand a multiple of the weight of the exercising
person: 3 times for static exercises and 12 times for dynamic exercises.
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This product has additional options:

Hammock - color: ashen grey , black , cherry , emerald , graphite , intensive green , lavender , light blue , marine , navy
blue , ocean blue , pink , purple
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